Natural Guard

Lawn Shield Insect Repellent

- Lawn Shield, the invisible Cedar Fence that repels Mosquitoes, Ants, Chiggers, Fleas and other Insect Pests.
- Pleasant Scent.
- Safe to use around children and pets when used as directed.
- Easy to use Cedar granules.

ACTIVE INGREDIENT:
Cedar Oil .................................................. 2.00%

OTHER INGREDIENTS* .................................. 10.00%

TOTAL ................................................... 100.00%

*Other ingredients: Corn Starch, Granite, Water

KEEP OUT OF REACH OF CHILDREN
CAUTION
See label for detailed precautions and warnings

NET WT. 10 LBS. (4.5 kg)

LAWN SHIELD INSECT REPELLENT 40730
PRODUCT INFORMATION
Natural Guard® Lawn Shield Insect Repellent contains naturalIntensity®:
florinol, essential oils, and natural Insect Repellent will repel ants, flies, moth, butterflies, cicadas, ladybugs, bees, and numerous other insects.
Where treated, this product will repel ant pests resulting in a reduction of unsatisfied pests.
It is impossible to eliminate a very large population. The secret is to control and to repel. Natural Guard® Lawn Shield Insect Repellent has no detrimental effect on beneficial insects, including bees, butterflies, and ladybugs.

DIRECTIONS FOR USE
Hand broadcast or use a sprayer to apply. Spray over control zones to eliminate pests. Spray 10 times for each 10 square feet. Apply at a rate of 1 lb. per 100 square feet. Apply as needed to maintain insect control. Apply when laws and areas surrounding the house are dry. Allow lawn to recover and mow after application.

APPLICATION EQUIPMENT AND INSTRUCTIONS
This product can be applied with a broadcast, drop, or broadcast (finely) spreader. For best results, apply this product evenly and uniformly over the treated area using a medium to heavy application. For each application, determine the correct amount (lbf) of product to place in the spreader hopper for the area to be treated. For example, if the labeled rate is 1 lb. per 100 sq. ft., and you need to treat an area of 2,000 sq. ft., use the hopper to fill the spreader hopper to 2 lb. of product in the hopper and use this spreader setting at 4-500 (per square foot) if using an A-2000 spreader.

Precautionary Statements
CAUTION: Avoid getting in eyes. Avoid breathing dust. This product is a solid base oil, some individuals may be sensitive to the fragrance.

FIRST AID
If in eyes: Wash with water. Contact your physician if irritation persists.
If swallowed: Do not induce vomiting. Call physician immediately.

STORAGE AND DISPOSAL
DO NOT USE CONTENT WITH ANY HOMEMADE CHEMICAL PRODUCT, KEEP OUT OF REACH OF CHILDREN AND ANIMALS. Disposal: Do not reuse container. Securely wrap empty bag in newspaper and discard in 5 hours.

LIMITATION OF LIABILITY
Voluntary Purchasing Group, Inc. warrants that this material conforms to the chemical description on the label and is reasonably fit for use as directed thereon. This product has not been regulated by the United States Environmental Protection Agency. Voluntary Purchasing Group, Inc. represents that it is exempt from registration under the Federal Insecticide, Fungicide, and Rodenticide Act (FIFRA 2038) as a minimum-risk pesticide. All ingredients contained in this formulation are contained in 40 CFR 312.25, as listed 4A of the Federal Register.

Manufactured by:
Voluntary Purchasing Group, Inc.
236 FM 87 • BONHAM, TX 75418
Visit us at www.naturalsguard.com
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